BY THE INSTILLERY

At the heart of digital transformation is an active development pipeline, continually adding,
testing and deploying new features. We equip agile teams and leaders with the tools to
empower success and ensure the delivery of business outcomes.
Our Pipeline tool and managed service integrates the key components of a CI/CD pipeline,
while adding the hygiene required to keep dev teams moving without the overhead of
manually keeping all things in check.
Pipeline offers organisations an automated and enhanced software development approach.
Reducing development time and resources required, accelerating project releases and in
turn ultimately reducing internal and agency costs to decrease business risk.

PROVISIONING AND MANAGEMENT

MULTI-TENANTED

Create new pipelines in minutes to set up
new projects, initiatives or epics. Setup
new users roles and vendors and get them
working quickly and efficiently.

Sometimes dev teams need a bit of a
boost. Add external vendor to supplement
your internal
teams. All supported in Pipeline, as part of
the simple management console.

STANDARDISED CONVENTIONS
While we all enjoy reinventing the wheel
from time to time, on scale this becomes
impossible to manage. Using the same
tools, code segments and templates,
allows individuals to move between teams
and keeps code supportable.

AUTOMATION

PIPELINE TOOL CHAIN

SELF SERVICE

With our pluggable architecture we’re
able to add in the tools or content targets
relevant to your business. Adopting the
best of breed tools
should be painless.

Pipeline isn’t about removing capability
from teams, but empowering them.
Giving the right people the right access to
perform.
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Configure all the key components of a
CI/CD pipeline effortlessly. Whether it’s
documentation, code repositories or
project boards it’s all setup and ready to
go.
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BENEFITS
VISIBILITY

STANDARDISATION

Losing track of all the development
activity underway? Hit your targets and
get time-to-market in check by visualising
progress across development projects.

Creativity is great, but when applied to
everything, things tend to get a little
chaotic. Standardise the process, and
allow creativity to reign free within the
project.

PROCESS CONSISTENCY
Organisations adopting agile often
struggle to get the results they are looking
for. Make the move to agile development
tangible for your people with the tooling
and pipeline to support the theory.

EDUCATION

COMMUNICATIONS

ACCELERATED TIME-TO-MARKET

Team on the same page? If so you’re doing
well! If not Pipeline will ensure updates
are sent to an integrated communication
channel for a project, allowing teams
to use short-form-comms, but also see
updates on project process and events like
code pushes.

In business timing is everything. Getting
products or campaigns to market at
the right time, everytime matters. Build
certainty into your releases and grow
business confidence by getting the levers
you need.

Integrated with a Learning Management
System, onboarding users includes full
training, allowing everyone to get working
and up to speed, at speed.

You could not hope for a more engaged partner. Not just from the initial
discovery piece of our current state of play, but also where the final destination
should be on that journey and all throughout the process. They didn’t just deal
with us as a partner, they took all of our vendors on that journey. It is absolutely
invaluable, saving us millions in the process.
Raf Rasile, GM Digital Acceleration, Fonterra
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